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 These negative states--depression, stress, anger and addictive habits--are the common colds of
mental wellness. concerned? irritated? locked in behaviors that ultimately damage you?Have
you ever wanted relief from feeling discouraged? Like mild physical illnesses however, they can
cause much distress and, if left untreated, can lead to worse difficulties. Avoid the risk of
unfavorable side effects like fat gain and mental dullness that can derive from taking pills to
reduce your negative feelings. Illustrated with engaging tales from the many customers Dr.
"PRESCRIPTIONS Without Supplements" offers approaches for resolving the complications that
have been provoking your uncomfortable feelings. Instead implement these drug-free
prescriptions. Utilize the prescriptions by yourself or with help from a therapist.
"PRESCRIPTIONS" manuals you back to feeling good and then shows you how to sustain feelings
of well-being. Heitler has worked with in her forty-plus years as an internationally known
psychologist and psychotherapy innovator, "PRESCRIPTIONS Without Pills" aims to help you
navigate the path back again to well-being and learn skills that can help you to remain there.
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Book that demystifies depressive disorder and sets you back in control I'm really impressed with
this publication, along with the author's other publication, Power of Two. This publication
describes demystifies depression by explaining how it works, what triggers it, and what might
help. I have experienced depression way less since I understood what triggers it for me
personally. When it happens, I am in a position to notice how the situation gives me the blues,
and I learn how to cope with it. It's quite amazing, and individually I think it is much more helpful
than meditation only, although this process helps me to essentially look at the situation
objectively, that is, I guess, the scientific version of zen STRONGLY SUGGESTED! Heitler is a
leading expert in the mental health field and this reserve is definitely a testament to her
knowledge, compassion, and capability to help people.!! Bottom line: that is an amazingly useful
book. As a women's health physician, this is a good addition for my very own library in addition
to for my sufferers. Dr.! Heitler's prescriptions. In the event that you or someone you care about
is having problems with anxiety, despair, anger, or addictions this publication will absolutely be
of help if indeed they stick to Dr. I am a psychologist and I understand I'll recommend this book
to many of my clients. I am so glad to get someone like-minded - that so many of . Great
information presented in an exceedingly understandable way that means it is a go-to source for
anybody wanting terrific equipment for some of the most common emotional health concerns..
Susan writes obviously and is concise and I came across the book super easy to read and will be
recommending to close friends. A pill will not get to the main of the issue. I am so glad to get
someone like-minded - that therefore quite a few issues are truly the way we respond, our
perspective, and our thought existence. I recommend to those that want answers without being
medicated!! Empowering!! Finally a 'Therapist' not WANDERING in the dark-someone who in fact
empowers her clients thru education-Wish there were Even more therapists with this approach-
as therapy can be a total waste with many idf not really MOST-if you got lucky and got THIS? The
mnemonics made remembering the info given super easy. Womans help???-You could avoid
what MOST if not all time and money wasted wandering aimlesslessly without the evidence of
improvement- Useful, easy read. Well written, an easy task to follow, easy reading. I will be
recommending this for my sufferers and my colleague! easy to follow I book for anyone who
requires a coach to guide you in your everyday life. Had some good straight forward ideas....
Exceptional book for therapists who would like language for helping their clients and also ideas
for their own growth and relationship improvement. Also, easy browse for anybody and many
different types of ideas.. It provides up-to-date information about the emotional issues that
plague so many people and offers extremely useful ways of improve one's emotions and
personal life. Polyanna The author does not know what she's discussing. Exceptional book for
therapists who would like language for helping their .. I would recommend it.5 stars Good
product This had help me to wean off prescriptions and control my entire life. Five Stars Great
read Useful and Professional Clear layout, with examples from real-life situations. Useful
strategies for coping with very real and common problems, written in an accessible and
insightful method.?
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